NEWS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 23, 2016
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Media and Communication, 205.391.2959
mediacom@sheltonstate.edu

Tuscaloosa, AL - Shelton State Community College has announced its Dean’s List for the spring 2016 semester.

Requirements for the Dean’s List are a semester grade point average of 3.5 or above, but below a 4.0, and completion of a minimum semester course load of twelve semester credit hours of college-level coursework. The students listed below earned this recognition.

Alaa Abusaad
Noor Abusaad
Faith Adams
Donielle Allen
Rakeena Anderson
Luke Archer
Benjamin Ashby
Charleston Averette
Khari Bell
Laney Binion
John Blackmon
Abigail Bonnes
Alexis Bordelon
Alysha Brown
Myrina Brown
Jordan Brunner
Chequita Burrell
Craton Bush
William Cain
Christopher Carpenter
Toya Carter
Kristina Caton
Colby Chambers
Brian Chesser
Meredith Childers
Madison Clark
Rachael Clay
Jeffrey Colegrove
Jonathan Conners
Tabitha Cooley
Alexander Cowan
Randall Cowell
Christian Crocker
Mark Crowe
Kyle Daigle
Bailey Darby
Jessica Davis
Taliah Davis
Paul DeRouen
Coti Denard
Colby Dodson
Hunter Doppler
Peter Eaves
Andrew Elmore
Karley Essary
Phillip Farley
Alexis Fife
Pamela Fowler
Tyler Fuqua
Allison Galle
Benjamin Garcia
Lesley Grammer
Keith Grant
Thomas Graves
Logan Gray
Rachel Gray
Ellen Green
Jacob Green
Harrison Gunter
Sarah Guy
Brandon Hagler
Matthew Hallman
Nathan Harcrow
Rashad Hassan
Chase Haynes
Daniel Herrod
Zachary Hicks
Jesse Hilbish
Meagan Hill
Jacob Hinton
Mariah Hobbs
Gerald Hoggie
Elizabeth Holman
Madison Holmes
Carolyn Hood
Morgan House
Carson Huckabee
Anna Kathryn Hughes
Montana Hunt
Brandon Irvin
Danielle Ivy
Ashley Johnson
Brittney Johnson
James Jones
Joseph Jones
Morning Jones
Weslynn Jones
Zakary Jones
Jesse Jordan
Sydney Jumper
Charles Kane
Ehsan Kassim
Kathryn Kelley
Clayton Kellum
William Kenchen
Shunta King
Katherine Kirby
Angela Love
Brittney Lynn
Glenda May
Savanna May
Patrick McCaffrey
Daniel McClain
William McDaniel
Robert McNatt
Elizabeth Mclendon
Amelia Mcelroy Washington
Hunter Medders
Brandon Minor
Spencer Minor
Christina Mitchell
Kaitlyn Mitchell
Amanda Mohun
Caleb Montgomery
Mark Moore
Peyton Moss
Lauren Mullenix
Sarah Mullenix
Kaylee Nash
Elisha Neville
Tyler Nix
Shantal Ochilly
Britnee Osburn
Eli Paetow
Abigail Parrish
Morgan Phillips
Madison Pierce
Joseph Pilkinton
Christopher Pollard
Marcus Powell
Wesley Powell
Chassity Raines
Jordan Rakestraw
Leanne Rambaran
Tyler Reed
Arlene Rhodes
Anna Rice
| Jamie Rice          | Melissa Stancombe         | Luene Wiggins       |
| Tara Richardson    | Jacqueline Stewart        | Taylor Wilkerson   |
| Zakeithious Richardson | Samantha Stiles      | Chance Willard     |
| Abby Ringo         | Ashley Stuber             | Mary Williams      |
| Angela Ritchie     | Nathan Tabor              | Melanie Williams   |
| Charles Roberts    | Derek Taylor              | Candace Wilson     |
| Jamie Robertson    | Jayme Taylor              | Jeffery Wilson     |
| Thomas Robertson   | Robert Taylor             | William Wilson     |
| Scotty Robinson    | Tamber Taylor             | J’Quoyia Witherspoon |
| Laurie Rose        | Matthew Terry             | Latorius Woods     |
| Eric Ruffin        | Madison Thomas            | Shamekia Woods     |
| Matthew Ruffin     | Keyuana Thompson          | Zachary Wyatt      |
| Magen Sample       | Karl Turner               |                   |
| Mackenzie Sanchez  | Tyler Vails               |                   |
| Jackson Seale      | Hunter Vestal             |                   |
| Joseph Searcy      | Morgan Vestal             |                   |
| Britt Simpson      | Kaci Vickerson            |                   |
| Alana Skelton      | James Wadsworth           |                   |
| Alisha Smith       | Demonta Wallace           |                   |
| Camisha Smith      | Anthony Ward              |                   |
| Lauren Smith       | Angelios Washington       |                   |
| Reginald Smith     | Caroline Watkins          |                   |
| Warren Smith       | Adam Watson               |                   |
| JaMia Sneed        | Taylor Weaver             |                   |
| Kalee Sparks       | Casey Weiner              |                   |
| Jacqueline Spence  | Chelsey Wells             |                   |